Polymer Injection Systems

The VEPAS is a liquid polymer activation system created by Bishop Water. These polymer injection systems can be completely customized for your project. From size, to mobility, to automation, Bishop Water designs each VEPAS to fit your needs. Systems can be rented or purchased, and Bishop Water also owns and operates a mobile dewatering trailer for temporary or pilot projects.

**Basic VEPAS**
The VEPAS itself is usually a small part of what we provide. Sampling ports, mixing pipes, flow meters, and PLC controllers can be added as each project requires.

**Wall VEPAS**
This system is long and tall, but has a very slim width, making it ideal when there is plenty of wall space available, but little floor space.

**Tote-based VEPAS**
This system’s main advantage is its size. Small and compact, yet still including all the necessary components.

**Forklift VEPAS**
This VEPAS is a popular option for projects where mobility is needed. The design allows the system to be lifted by a forklift and moved as needed.